Optimal temperature control policy for a two-stage recombinant fermentation process.
The optimal temperature control policy to be followed in the operation of a two-stage fermentation system in which gene expression is induced by a temperature-sensitive gene switching system was studied. A genetically structured model was used to describe product formation, and kinetic equations based on experimental data were used to quantify the specific gene expression rate and parameters that affect plasmid instability. A constant temperature control policy and temperature profiling control policy including temperature cycling were studied and compared. Maximum average production rate was obtained from a temperature control policy in which the second stage was operated initially at about 40.5 degrees C and the temperature decreased slightly to a constant value at 40.0 degrees C. The maximum average production rate, which corresponds to the optimal temperature control policy, for an operation of 180 h was 29.7 units of protein (mg of cells)-1 h-1.